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Parameters described in this page can be accessed by:

As the graphic display terminal may be selected as the command and/or reference channel, its action modes 

can be configured.

The parameters on this page can only be accessed on the graphic display terminal, and not on the integrated 

display terminal.

Comments:

• The display terminal command/reference is only active if the command and/or reference channels from the 

terminal are active with the exception of [T/K] (Ft)  (command via the display terminal), which takes 

priority over these channels. Press [T/K] (Ft) (command via the display terminal) again to revert control 

to the selected channel.

• Command and reference via the display terminal are impossible if the latter is connected to more than one 

drive.

• The JOG, preset speed and +/- speed functions can only be accessed if [Profile] (CHCF) is set to 

[Not separ.] (SIM).

• The preset PID reference functions can only be accessed if [Profile] (CHCF) is set to 

[Not separ.] (SIM) or [Separate] (SEP).

• The [T/K] (Ft) (command via the display terminal) can be accessed regardless of the [Profile] (CHCF).

Code Name / Description Adjustment range Factory setting

Fn1 [F1 key assignment] [No] (nO)

nO

FJOG

FPS1

FPS2

FPr1

FPr2

FuSP

FdSP

Ft

[No] (nO): Not assigned

[Jog] (FJOG): JOG operation

[Preset spd2] (FPS1): Press the key to run the drive at the 2nd preset speed [Preset speed 2] (SP2) page  97. Press STOP 

to stop the drive.

[Preset spd3] (FPS2): Press the key to run the drive at the 3rd preset speed [Preset speed 3] (SP3) page 97. Press STOP 

to stop the drive.

[PID ref. 2] (FPr1): Sets a PID reference equal to the 2nd preset PID reference [Preset ref. PID 2] (rP2) page 99, without 

sending a run command. Only operates if [Ref.1 channel] (Fr1) is set to [HMI] (LCC). Does not operate with the [T/K] (Ft) 

function.

[PID ref. 3] (FPr2): Sets a PID reference equal to the 3rd preset PID reference [Preset ref. PID 3] (rP3) page 100, without 

sending a run command. Only operates if [Ref.1 channel] (Fr1) is set to [HMI] (LCC). Does not operate with the [T/K] (Ft) 

function.

[+speed] (FUSP): Faster, only operates if [Ref.2 channel] (Fr2) is set to [HMI] (LCC). Press the key to run the drive and 

increase the speed. Press STOP to stop the drive.

[- speed] (FdSP): Slower, only operates if [Ref.2 channel] (Fr2) is set to [HMI] (LCC) and if a different key has been 

assigned to [+ speed]. Press the key to run the drive and decrease the speed. Press STOP to stop the drive.

[T/K] (Ft): Command via the display terminal: Takes priority over [Cmd switching] (CCS) and over 

[Ref. 2 switching] (rFC).

Fn2 [F2 key assignment] [No] (nO)

Identical to [F1 key assignment] (Fn1) page 157.

Fn3 [F3 key assignment] [No] (nO)

Identical to [F1 key assignment] (Fn1) page 157.

Fn4 [F4 key assignment] [No] (nO)

Identical to [F1 key assignment] (Fn1) page 157.

bMp [HMI cmd.] [Stop] (StOP)

g
When the [T/K] (Ft) function is assigned to a key and that function is active, this parameter defines the behavior at the moment 

when control returns to the graphic display terminal or remote display terminal.

StOp

bUMF

[Stop] (StOP): Stops the drive (although the controlled direction of operation and reference of the previous channel are copied 

(to be taken into account on the next RUN command)).

[Bumpless] (bUMF): Does not stop the drive (the controlled direction of operation and the reference of the previous channel 

are copied)

g
These parameters only appear if the corresponding function has been selected in another menu. When the parameters can 

also be accessed and adjusted from within the configuration menu for the corresponding function, their description is detailed 

in these menus, on the pages indicated, to aid programming. 
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